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1 Introduction

Analogue electrical circuits are usually modeled by differential-algebraic equations of the following
type:

~ [q(t, x)] + j(t, x) = 0, (1)

(2)

(3)

where x E ~d represents the state of the circuit. A common analysis is the transient analysis,
which computes the solution x(t) of this non-linear DAE along the time interval [0, T] for a given
initial state.
In the classical circuit simulators, this Initial Value Problem is solved by means of implicit inte
gration methods, like the BDF-methods. Each iteration, all equations are discretized by means of
the same stepsize.
Often, parts of electrical circuits have latency or multirate behaviour. Latency means that parts of
the circuit are constant or slowly time-varying during a certain time interval. Multirate behaviour
means that some variables are slowly time-varying compared to other variables. In both cases, it
would be attractive to integrate these parts with a larger timestep.

1.1 Partition of the system

For a multirate method it is necessary to partition the variables and equations into an active
(A) and a latent (L) part. This can be done by the user or automatically. Let BA E ~dA xd and
B L E ~dL xd with dA + dL = d be the permutation mappings. Then the variables and functions
can be split in active (A) and latent (L) parts:

x =B~XA + BIxL'
q(t,x) = B~qA(t,BAX,BLX) +BIqL(t,BAX,BLX),
j(t,x) = B~jA(t,BAX,BLX) +BDL(t,BAX,BLx).

Now equation (1) is equivalent to the following partitioned system:

~ [qA(t,xA,xd] +~A(t,xA,XL)= 0,
dt [qL(t,xA,XL)] +JL(t,xA,XL) = 0.

Of course it is also possible to extend this partition in a further partition of k sub-systems,
where the k sub-systems have an decreasing activity.

(4)
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Now we need the permutation mappings B i E ]Rd, xd for i = 1, ... , k with the properties:

Then the variables and functions can be split in their several activity parts:

x=Bix1+ ... + Br X k,

q(t, x) = Bfq1 (t, B1x, ,Bkx) + + Brqk(t, B1x, ,BkX),
j(t,x) = Bfj1(t,B1x, ,Bkx) + + Brh(t,B1x, ,BkX).

(5)

1.2 Multirate time-integration

interface

n-l ,1

hn-1,1

n-l,O

n10 =tn-l,qnt
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In contrast to classical in-
tegration methods, multirate Tn
time-integration methods in-
tegrate both parts of (3)
with different stepsizes or
even with different schemes.
Besides the coarse time-grid H n

{Tn, 0 ~ n ~ N} with step-
sizes Hn = Tn - Tn- 1 , also a
refined time-grid {tn -1,m, 1 ~

n ~ N,O ~ m ~ qn} is used Tn- 1

with stepsizes hn,m = tn,m 
tn ,m-1 and multirate factors
qn' If the two time-grids are synchronized, Tn = tn,o = tn-1,q" holds for all n.

1.3 Overview of this paper

This paper investigates the Compound-Fast multirate version ofthe multistep BDF method. First,
section 2 describes how this method can be efficiently implemented. Because of the interpolation
errors, the solution of the active part will be perturbed. In order to keep the accuracy sufficiently
high, an error control mechanism is presented in section 3. Section 4 shows some numerical test
examples, which show how the presented theory works in practice. Finally, section 5 finishes with
the conclusions and lists some problems that currently are being investigated.

2 BDF Compound-Fast multirate algorithm

There are several multirate approaches for partitioned systems [1, 2, 3, 10, 13, 12] but we will
consider the "Compound-Fast" version of the BDF methods. This method performs the following
four steps:

1. The complete system is integrated at the coarse time-grid.
2. The latent interface variables are interpolated at the refined time-grid.
3. The active part is integrated at the refined time-grid, while the values at the latent interface

are given.
4. The active solution at the coarse time-grid is updated.
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2.1 The multirate framework

The BDF integration of order K on the coarse time-grid needs the Lagrange basis polynomial
Ln(t) on {Tn- K , ... ,Tn}, with

L n (T ) { 1 if j = 0
n-j = 0 if j # 0

Let :En E 1R1x (K+l) be the corresponding Nordsieck vector [4] of Ln(t) which can be expressed as

Here :E~1 is the i + I-th element of the Nordsieck vector

Clearly, :En is just a way how the polynomial Ln(t) can be efficiently stored and processed. Further
more, also the Nordsieck vectors yn,Xn,pn,C( are needed, which represent the local Predictor
and Corrector polynomials for x(t) and q(t, x(t)), respectively [4]. For instance, the Predictor
polynomial yn(t) for x(t) on [Tn- 1, Tn] satisfies

Now Y~+l is the i + I-th column of the Nordsieck vector4

The multirate BDF method also integrates the active part independently on a refined time-grid
with order k. There it needs a different Lagrange basis polynomial L n- 1,m(t) on {tn-1,m-k, . .. , tn-1,m},
with

L n - 1 m ( ) { 1 if j = 0
, tn-1,m-j = 0 if j # 0

A . . al d h fi d N d' k - n-1 m - n-1 m - n-1 m Q-n-1 m h'chgam, 1t so nee s t e re ne or Slec vectors Y " X " p " " W 1 rep-
resent the local refined Predictor and Corrector polynomials for x(t) and q(t, x(t)), respectively.
Now, the refined Predictor polynomial yn-1,m(t) for x(t) on [tn-1,m-1, tn-1,m] satisfies

k i

yn-1,m (t) =LY~;ll,m (t - t n- 1,m) ,
i=O hn - 1 ,m

where

yn-1,m = (yn-1,m(t ) h d yn-1,m(t ) h~-l,m d
k

yn-1,m(t ))n-1,m, n-1,m dt n-1,m , ... ,~ dtk n-1,m·

Note that for the refined Nordsieck vectors in practice only the active part is stored, because
the latent part is not refined. Figure (2.2) shows the typical form of the predictor and corrector
polynomials at the coarse and refined grids. The polynomials are just of degree one, which implies
the use of linear extrapolation for the prediction. Clearly, the solution becomes smoother for higher
degree polynomials.

4 In fact, the Nordsieck vector is a matrix if d > 1.
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2.2 The compound step

Coarse grid

Refined grid

'''0

'.4

Fig. 1. Typical form of the predictor (dashed)
and corrector (solid) polynomials on the coarse
and refined time-grids.

(6)

During the compound step, in fact a normal BDF
step is done for the complete DAE. This means
that the next algebraic system is solved:

1.2 ,e

, ~-T""'""-.".""."-.,,""",,.--.-.,,.=:d..........
o.•~·

where Q n is an order-dependent parameter and 0.6

f3n is a vector which represents the history of the
numerical integration. We can easily express On 04

and f3n in terms of Ln and pn by Q n = L; and 0.2

f3n = p~ -QnP~ [4, 17]. Here pn is the Nordsieck
vector of the Predictor polynomial pn(t), which is
set to be equal to Qn-1(t) if the integration order -0.2

is constant. For the Nordsieck vectors this means -'~.5-----'--'---:-0:'::.5------:----,0::':.5------:------7'.5
- n - n-1

that P = Q Tn' where Tn is a real matrix
E ~(K+l)x(K+1). For more information about this
transformation Tn the reader is referred to [15]
and [17]. Usually the initial guess for the solution
of (6) is computed by extrapolation, so:in = Y~. Because the compound step will be much larger
than the time constant of the active part, we use a modified Newton scheme which relaxes the
active part of the residual by using a weighting factor w << 1 in front of the active part. For a
compound step, the active part of X n still must be improved by the refinement phase. After the
refinement, we use the updated X n and qn to correct the complete predictor polynomials pn(t)
and yn(t):

Qn(t) = pn(t) + (q(Tn,xn) - pn(Tn))Ln(t)

Xn(t) = yn(t) + (Xn - yn(Tn))Ln(t)

(7)

(8)

2.3 The refinement phase

In fact, the refinement solves a new initial value problem for a much smaller perturbed DAE. It
solves for each time-point tn-1,m the nonlinear equation:

where Zn-1,m is the interpolated latent part. We can compute Zn-1,m from interpolation-based
functions which are constructed between the compound step and the refinement phase. An
other possibility is to compute it from the Nordsieck vector Xn if it is already corrected
for the latent part. Then we can compute directly Zn-1,m = BLX

n
E n_1,m, where E n- 1,m

is just a row vector. The parameters Qn-1,m,J1n-1,m can be computed in a similar way as
"' h d L-n - 1 ,m f3 -n-1,m p-n-1,m Th d'lor t e compoun step: Qn-1,m = 2 , n-1,m = P2 - Qn-1,m 1 . e pre 1C-

tor Nordsieck vectors pn-1,m, yn-1,m are similarly computed by pn-1,m = Qn-1,m-1 T n-1,m,
- n-1 m - n-1 m-1y , = X ' T n - 1,m' In general, it is not very difficult to solve (9) because we have an ac-
curate initial guess yn-1 m = BAy~-l,m.The solution is used to correct the predictor polynomials.,
1:' h N d' k Q-n-1,m p-n-1,m ( ( .) • )L-n-1,mror t e or Slec vectors we get: = + qA tn-I,m, Yn-1,m' Zn-1,m - qA ,

X- n-1,m y-n-1,m ( • )L-n-1,m F' all 'f T h fi d t 1= + Yn-1,m - Yn-1,m . III y, 1 tn-1,m > n t ere ne corree or po y-
nomials are evaluated at Tn: BAXn = BAXn- 1,mEn , BAqn = BA Qn-1,mEn , where En is again
just a row vector.
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2.4 Remarks

The stability of the above method has been treated in [13]. For other variants see also [2, 6, 10, 12].
For specific aspects related to DABs see: [5, 12].

3 Error control of BDF Compound-Fast multirate algorithm

The accuracy of a multirate method can be controlled by the stepsizes of the compound step and
the refinement phase. This section will show how H n and hn - 1 ,m can be controlled such that
the local error is smaller than a given tolerance level. Although the orders K n and kn,m can be
variable, from now on they are assumed to be fixed at K n =K, kn,m = k. First we will analyze how
the local discretization errors at the coarse and refined grid asymptotically behave. Afterwards an
error model is constructed which is used to develop stepsize controllers for the coarse and refined
time-grids.

3.1 Error analysis

Local discretization error

In this section we generalize some techniques in [9, 11] to our multirate case. The local discretization
error c5n of the compound phase still has the same behaviour c5n = O(H[f+1). This error can be
estimated by 8n using the Nordsieck vectors for q:

i'n = -Hn [-n -nJ
U Q 1 - P1 .

Tn - Tn- K - 1

Now fo= IIBL8n li + rllBA8n li is the used weighted error norm, which must satisfy fo< TOLc.
Here r > 0 is a relaxation number which must improve the convergence of the compound step.
The optimal value is not known yet.
At the refined time-grid the DAE has been perturbed by the interpolated latent variables. The
local discretization error c5n ,m is defined as the residue after inserting the exact solution in the BDF
scheme of the refinement phase. Due to the interpolation at the interface, during the refinement
instead of c5n ,m a perturbed local error In,m is estimated. Each refinement step, x~-l,m is computed
from the following scheme:

(t n-1,m ~n-1,m) + h . (t n-1,m ~n-1,m) + 13- - 0an-1,mQA n-1,m,XA ,XL n-1,mJA n-1,m,XA 'XL n-1,m - . (11)

Here fin-1,m is a constant which depends on the previous values of XA and XL. Let f3n-1,m be the
constant for exact values of XL, then we assume that

13- ..:... 13 8f3n-1,m (A n-1,m ( ))n-1,m - n-1,m + 8 XL - XL tn- 1,m .
XL

(12)

Using the notation t = tn-1,m,h = hn- 1,m, 0. = an-1,m,fi = fin-1,m, 13 = f3n-1,m, the error c5n,m
satisfies

(13)
Here pn-1,m is the interpolation error at the refined grid and K n- 1,m is the coupling matrix which
satisfies

K n- 1,m = X~~k (t,XA(t), XL(t)) + ~(t,XA(t), xdt)) + ka~Jt,XA(t), xdt))

== ft [~~L(t,XA(t),xdt))] + ~(t,xA(t),xdt)).
(14)
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Because of the asymptotic behaviour it turns out that the error estimate B AJn-1,m satisfies

B In-1,m.:.. B ~n-1,m + ~hKA B pAn- 1,m
A - AU 4 n-1,m L .

A possible estimate of the coupling matrix is e.g.

(15)

The perturbed local discretization error BAJn,m behaves as O(h~~i m) and can be estimated in a
similar way as 8n • '

Let L be the interpolation order, then it can be shown that tIlKnBLpn-1,mll is less than

(17)

(18)

This error estimate r1 has the asymptotic behaviour r1 = O(H[:+l). It follows that IIBAJn,mll
satisfies:

liB .en-1,mll < zn-1,m + hAn _. An-1,mAU _ rA r I -. rA .

, An-1 m - 1 -
If r1 :::; TOLl = aTOLA and rA ' :::; TOLA = (1- ah)TOLA then r~- ,m :::; TOLA + hTOLI =
TOLA. The weighting factor 0 < a < hn~l,m is chosen such that (re/TOLc) :::; (rI/TOLI).

M ultirate error estimation

We analysed the behaviour of the local discretization error of the perturbed active part. However
we also work with other derived error estimates, like the local error or the combined local error
which includes the interpolation errors. The last one is useful for the long-term behaviour of stiff
circuits which approximately satisfy Gx =s. Let Jnbe the Jacobian, then the local error satisfies
d n = J;;18n . If Pn is the interpolation error, based on x(t), then the combined error estimate
satisfies an = tllPnl1 + Ildnll· Note that the interpolation and the discretization errors must at
least have the same order. See also [15].

Because the refinement is just a normal transient simulation of a smaller perturbed system, we

use the already available error estimates f~-l,m. For the compound phase we have error estimates
for the discretization error and the interpolation error, re and r1 respectively. The first one can
be generalized to the local or the combined error estimates, in an obvious way. For all cases it
holds that f e = O(H~+l) can easily be estimated and controlled.

For the interpolation error r1 we have to analyze the equation (13) more profoundly. Because
the local discretization error satisfies

B 8n- 1 ,m == B In-1,m + ~hK B pn- 1,mA A 4 n-1,m L ,

yielding
BAdn- 1,m == [BAJn-1,mB~]-1(BAJn-1,m + thKn_1,mBLpn-1,m)

== B Aan
-

1
,m + th[BAJn-1,mB~t1Kn_1,mBLpn-1,m.

If we approximate I n -
1

,m == I n
, it follows that

Thus also the local error can be estimated in a similar way:
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IIBAdn-1,mll:S IIBAdn-1,mll + ~hll[BAJnB~]-lKnBLpnll.

Because the interpolation error BAr-1 ,m does not depend on the perturbation, we get

~IIBApn-1,mll + IIBAdn-1,mll :s ~IIBApn-1,mll + IIBAdn-1,mll + ~hll[BAJnB~r1KnBLpnll.

Table (3.1) shows the error estimates for the investigated cases.

f local discr. error local error combined error
An IIBv5nll + rlIBA<lnll IIBLd II + rilBAd II . IllBLpnll + IIBLd II + r(~IIBApnll + IIBAd IIIrcAn lllKnBLpnl1 lII[BAJnB:iJ -IKnBLrll 1-lIlBAJnBA] -"KnBLpnllrJ

~n-l,m IIBAt ."m ll IIBA<r ."m ll ~IIBApn-l,mll + IIBAff -"milrA
Table 1. Multirate error estimates for several types of error estimation.

3.2 Error control

Error model

Adaptive stepsize control of Hn and hn,m can be used to keep 1'7 = o(H[;+l ) and 1'~-l,m =
O(h~~i.m) close to 8TOLI and BTOLA respectively, where 0 < B < 1 is a safety factor. In
[13,9,14] one can read how control theory can be applied to properly designed stepsize controllers.

From several experiments it appears that the Compound-Fast algorithm works well for circuits
with latency or multirate behaviour.

For the "Compound Step" method we have applied the following error model, where 1'. =
IIJ.II,¢. = II~(.,·)II.

1'0 = ¢oH~+l,
"n,m zn,m ....n
rA = rA + hn,mrl'
f;n,m = J,n,m hP+1

A 'l'A n,m'

1'7 = ¢IH~l.

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

By means of the stepsizes Hn and hn,m the goal is to satisfy the following error bounds:

1'0 < TaLc, (23)

f~,m < TaLA. (24)

Because 1'0 can be measured and only depends on Hn, this value can be controlled by Hn. The
second condition is more difficult to satisfy, because 1'~,m can not be estimated directly, while it
depends on Hn and hn,m both.

Note that the term hn,m1'7 depends on hn,m and Hn, because EPUS (Error Per Unit Step)
control is used. For EPS control, the factor hn,m can be removed. Nevertheless, it appears that
EPS control is much more unstable from numerical point of view. Therefore, we restrict ourselves
to EPUS control.

Assume that

f;~,m < TOLA = (1 - w)TOLA

1'7 < TOLl = w~TOLA

where W E (0,1) is a balance number and h is the maximum refinement step. Then, we have

(25)

(26)

rAnA,m :s rznA,m + h An TaLn,mrl < A·

Now f~,m can be controlled by hn,m and 1'7 can be controlled by Hn. It is also possible to apply
other techniques than this one, like linearization or alternative models.
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Adaptive multirate stepsize control

The stepsize controllers can be based on the derived error model. If we want to track fa close to
TOLe and f~,m close to TOLA, the next elementary stepsize controllers could be used:

Hn + 1 = (BT~Le) Hn , (27)

hn ,m+l = (BTOLA) (28),n m hn m'rA' ,

Here, B is a safety factor which satisfies 0 < B < 1. Of course, also other more advanced stepsize
controllers can be used, e.g. digital linear stepsize controllers [11]. The resulting error estimates
have to satisfy the following error constraints:

fa < TOLe,

f"j < TOLl,
f~,m < TOLA.

(29)
(30)

(31)

Because the stepsize controller (27) does not take care with the error estimate fr, it can happen
that the second constraint (30) is not satisfied. An option is to use the following mixed controller

which controls min{T8t;-, Ti?G}, e.g.

H =' {(BTOLe) (BTOLI)}H
n+l mIn 'n ' 'n n're r I

Estimation of speed-up factor

(32)

Let WL and WA be the computational work per step for the compound phase and the refinement
phase, satisfying ~ =E. Typically it holds that

where Q: E (1,3) depends on the type of the problem. Typically Q: ~ 1 for small and medium-sized
systems with expensive function evaluations, while Q: -t 3 for large-scale systems because of the
dominant linear algebra. Assume that H n =H and hn m = h = ft. Then the multirate-potential, q
number M is defined as M = Eq > O. This number M affects the speed-up factor and also the
optimal weighting number W n . Because for electrical circuits, the latent sub-circuits have much
more variables than the active circuits, the number E will be quite small.

A multirate method for (1) on [0, T] will need the following computational work load

while a singlerate method with step h. would need W. = WL '[,. Thus we have the following
speed-up factor

I
S _ W. _ h;; 1 H 1 H

- Wm - E k+ if = 1 + Eq h. = 1 + M h•.

If S > 1 it is attractive to use for instance the multirate version of the BDF method when compared
to a normal BDF time-integration. Note that S = ITM for h. = h. Clearly, if h. « H and the
multirate-potential number M is small, we get a large speed-up factor.
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4 Numerical experiments

In order to test the previous theoretical results we applied it to a large number of test examples.
This section shows the results for two circuit models.

4.1 Inverter chain

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of inverter chain.

First, we look at the circuit
model of the following inverter
chain, which is described in
more detail in [1]. It is a chain
consisting of 500 inverters. If
we excite the first node with
a short pulse, a voltage wave
is travelling through the chain
from left to right. This means
that on [0,10] only the first 8
nodes are activated yet. We applied a BDF Compound-Fast algorithm on [0,10] with order 1 on
the coarse grid and order 2 on the refined grid. During the compound phase we only look at
the error of the latent part (7 = 0). During the refinement only the active part, which are the
8 activated nodes, is simulated. The tolerance levels were equal to TOLL = 1, TaLA = 1 and
TaLc = TOLL. Because of the latency of the slow part, the solution can be determined by just
5 compound steps and 93 refinement steps.

4.2 Multirate circuit

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of Multirate circuit.

The following figure shows an
other test example, which is
a scalable circuit with M x
N subcircuits. The subcir
cuits are connected with C
elements which can filter the
voltages and currents. The cir
cuit is driven by M voltage
sources which can have dif
ferent frequencies. The loca
tion of the active part is con
trolled by the C-elements and
the voltage sources. We used
the voltage sources ei = ~ (1 - cos(Wit)), where W1 = 100· 109 and for i > 1 Wi = 109 • Furthermore,
M = 5 and N = 10 and the subcircuits are inverter models. The C-elements were chosen such that
the 3 subcircuits 511,512,513 are active and nearly uncoupled from the other subcircuits. Thus
they form an active part because they are activated by a voltage source with higher frequency. We
did an Euler Backward multirate simulation on [0, 10-8] with (]' = 0.5,7 = O. We are interested in
the results of multirate for several parameter values of the C-elements. From the following table
and figure it follows that the BDF Compound-Fast multirate algorithm is able to produce accurate
results in an efficient way for the uncoupled case but also for the weakly coupled case.

multo
no nR ns time (s)

sing. S
time (s)

104 104 10 '., 10 '., 71 2810 2018 422
1 108 10-8 10-8 94 2710 495

5491 13

Table 2. Statistics of singlerate and multirate methods for Multirate circuit.
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Fig. 4. Numerical solution of slow and fast parts for both test circuits.

5 Conclusions

The BDF Compound-Fast multirate method appears to be a very powerful method for DAEs
and in particular for circuit simulation. It is rather simple to control its local error including the
interpolation errors for coupled systems. Also in practice it seems to be possible to get fast and
accurate results with this type of integration schemes.
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